2017 RTCA Global Aviation Symposium

*From June 13-14, NATCA leadership participated on several panels at the conference*

NATCA President Paul Rinaldi, Executive Vice President Trish Gilbert, and Project Management Organization (PMO) Rep Jeff Woods spoke on panels covering the latest in the National Airspace System.

- Rinaldi spoke on a panel covering federal funding, ATC reform, and the FAA reauthorization bill. *Read more.*
- Gilbert spoke with fellow members of the Drone Advisory Committee. *Read more.*
- Gilbert moderated a panel on implementing NextGen priorities. *Read more.*
NATCA30: History of the National Executive Board

NATCA has been defined by strong and passionate leaders

A provisional Executive Board was put in place in the mid-80s. These representatives set high standards for NATCA's first National Executive Board that are still evident in the Union's current passionate leadership. Read more.

CISP June Briefing Sheet

ATC expects "Fly-Over" but FMC reads "Fly-By"

Learn about important safety information concerning phraseology of waypoints. Read more.

Air Traffic Controller Beats Stress by Building Things

Fort Wayne Business Weekly story highlights NATCA member

Archie League Medal of Safety Award winner Eric Vanstrom shares insight into what motivated him to pursue a career in air traffic control and how he stays in top mental shape for the job. Read more.

Controller Aids Student Pilot in a Pinch

NATCA member Robert Hurlbert highlighted

A student pilot executing touch-and-go landings at Gillespie Field in El Cajon, Calif., offered his deepest gratitude to a controller who kept him calm after he
made a hard landing that caused his propeller to strike the pavement. Read more.

**WorkLife Wisdom**
*Critically Fit Chicks lead FAA team challenge*

Is your wellness warrior team motivated to win? Keep up with the FAA Wellness Warrior Team Challenge. Read more.

**Photo Album**
*Washington, D.C.*

Places NATCA is making a difference across the country this week. Read more.

**This Week's Notebook**
*Keep up to date with all things NATCA*

Have some fun in the sun with the NATCA beach towel and summer member benefits. Read more.
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